
ORGANIC MARKET NEWS
SEASONAL ORGANIC SPRING VEG

OG CITRUS
GOOD NEWS! There are great supplies from 
Homegrown’s bulk premium Organic Mandarin 
Oranges well into the season, while others have 
already concluded. Surprisingly, prices have 
remained consistent. Organic Cuties and Halos 
Mandarin bags will continue into mid-May.
 
NOTE: Organic Cara Cara Oranges are extreme-
ly tight and have high prices. Expect limited avail-
ability and premium prices until supply runs dry.
 
NOTE: Similar to the Organic Cara Cara Or-
ange’s market, Organic Navel Oranges are at 
a premium price with supply very limited. 

District 1, (California Central Valley) is finishing 
up, causing Organic Lemon supply to tighten 
and markets to strengthen due to District 2’s (Cal-
ifornia Coastal) crop not being strong enough to 
support the category on its own.
 
NOTE: Organic Blood Mandarins and Minneo-
las have finished up for the season.

OG BERRIES
GOOD NEWS! Organic Strawberries from Cal-
ifornia are very promotable ahead of Mother’s 
Day. Quality is excellent, and supplies are plenti-
ful. Fair Trade fruit from Baja is still coming in, but 
we will be fully transitioning to Salinas/Watson-
ville, California fruit exclusively moving forward. 

GOOD NEWS! Organic Blackberries will be pro-
motable out of Mexico. The quality has been ex-
cellent. USA production is still about a month away.
 
GOOD NEWS! Organic Blueberries are becom-
ing more promotable out of the Southeast. Geor-
gia numbers continue to increase, and pricing has 
eased off to much more reasonable levels. The 
quality of the new fruit is exceptional.
 
Organic Raspberries are steady overall. Sup-
plies will be fairly tight as demand for the Moth-
er’s Day holiday is strong. As we get closer to the 
holidays, expect some tighter availability.

OG STONE FRUIT
Anticipate the arrival of the first California 
Organic Cherries in the middle of May, followed 
by a robust crop from Washington in the next 
month or so. Cherries are going to start 2 weeks 
earlier than last year, which should be great for 
both California and Washington growers. Look 
for promotions after Memorial Day. 

Organic Apricots will arrive in early May, antic-
ipate ample supply for the upcoming months. As 
the pipeline fills up over early May, anticipate 
a decrease in the pricing. Anticipate excel-
lent-quality fruit, which should increase in size 
over the rest of the month.

The first California Organic White Peaches are 
due around the 8th of May. 

The first Organic Yellow Peaches of the season 
are expected to start in the second or third week 
of May in both South Carolina and California. 
Once they start, expect a very nice-sized crop 
that will provide delicious fruit and promotable 
pricing for the rest of the season.

California Organic Snap Peas will be in season for May.  

Look for compostable packaging for Organic Sugar 
Snap Peas at promotional volumes and prices from Coke 
Farms. These environmentally friendly packages make 
excellent displays and give customers a simple “grab 
and go” option!

Coke Farms in California is also in season with Organic 
Fava Beans, Purple Kohlrabi, and Purple Snap Peas.

LOCAL Organic Rhubarb 15lb. is now being harvested in 
Pennsylvania through Memorial Day. Washington Organic 
Rhubarb is in excellent supply, offering a significant value 
in the 20lb. box.

NOTE: Organic Snow Peas remain out of season and 
unavailable.
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OG MANGOS

OG BRUSSELS SPROUTS

GOOD NEWS! It is time to start promoting Organ-
ic Mangos with great supplies of 10–12 ct fruit. 
With current pricing being quite competitive, there 
is an opportunity to build large displays and 
watch the fruit fly out the door!
 
The Organic Ataulfo Mangos variety will also be 
available starting in May on 18 ct. There will be 
a limited supply of large-sized fruit.

GOOD NEWS! Mexico Organic Brussels Sprouts 
are still in great supply, and their quality and cost 
are still unmatched. Conditions will start to change 
in the middle of May as the Mexican growing 
season comes to an end. Promote constantly, as 
long as the supply remains favorable.
 

OG APPLES

OG WATERMELONS

OG SWEET KAROLINE 

The market for Washington Organic Apples is 
growing as most shippers are reducing their packing 
of most varieties to extend the season until a new 
crop, and as some specialty varieties are nearing 
the end of their life, demand is expected to rise, po-
tentially leading to unexpected shortages. Organic 
Cosmic Crisp remain promotable!
 
Over the start of May, Organic Opal, Pazazz, Pi-
nata, and SugarBee will be finished for the season.

Organic Seedless Watermelon Bins will be available 
from Mexico to start May. Quality should be excel-
lent, and supplies should become stable over time. 

Organic Mini Watermelons are available. 
Mexico’s harvests are still inconsistent, but we 
anticipate a recovery in mid-May. The quality has 
been excellent, with good sugar.

NEW! Now in season are a special new higher-fla-
vor varietal of Organic Blackberry called Sweet 
Karoline from Hippie Organics. 
  
Organic Sweet Karoline Blackberries are me-
dium sized but pack lots of sweetness, old-time 
flavor, firm texture into every bite.

Organic Hass Avocado supplies were steady 
through the Cinco de Mayo holiday. Continue 
promoting for the first part of May. 48 and 60-ct 
fruit are most popular and will be available in 
good supply. 

NOTE: As the season draws to a close for their 
growers, Equal Exchange Fair Trade is experienc-
ing a shortage of fruit. 

ALERT! Conditions for Organic Celery are still far 
from ideal in May. Regretfully, this pattern will 
persist throughout the entire month of May, with a 
production gap during the last two weeks of the 
month. Anticipate that the pricing will remain high, 
potentially even increasing, and the quality will 
continue to be subpar.

Organic Acorn Squash supply is a little tight at the 
start of May, causing prices to increase a bit. Or-
ganic Butternut, Spaghetti, and Kabocha Squash 
are all in good supply with steady pricing. 

Organic Delicata Squash continues to be the 
tightest item in the Organic Hard Squash catego-
ry as transitions begin between multiple growing 
regions in Mexico. Product pricing is all over the 
board out there, and there are still seeing spo-
radic cuts. Do not expect this market to get better 
over the remainder of the month.

Organic Royal Star Papayas are in good supply for 
May. The quality has been good out of Mexico.
 
NOTE: The Organic White Flesh Dragon Fruit will 
be out of stock for early May.

Florida Organic Jackfruit is currently available. 
This popular meat substitute will be available at 
the start of May.

OG HASS AVOCADOS

OG CELERY

OG TROPICALS

OG HARD SQUASH
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OG LADY MOON VEG

OG ASPARAGUS

OG ONIONS
NOTE: Lady Moon Farms’ Georgia Organic Leaf 
and Romain Lettuce crop is declining in volume 
during May. This puts more pressure to fill orders 
with California Organic Lettuce which is very lim-
ited due to low yields. Expect higher prices and 
wonky fill-rates until the LOCAL crop starts up 
with better volume in New Jersey and Pennsylva-
nia across late May to early June. 

GOOD NEWS! Lady Moon Organic Eggplant will 
remain promotable through the middle of May 
from the South. Continue to sell away with confi-
dence, as quality is outstanding.

Lady Moon Organic Cucumbers should be ready 
by the middle of May in Georgia.

Lady Moon Organic Green Squash has started in 
Georgia and will be in stock in early May, start-
ing 5/8. The quality is outstanding, and volume 
is picking up quickly with the warm temperatures 
they’re experiencing.

USA Organic Asparagus will be promotable at the 
start of May in California and LOCAL New Jersey. 
There is still some Mexican production available as 
well. We will do our best to support the short domestic 
season, and the quality has been excellent. We also 
expect Michigan to begin through the middle of May.

NOTE: By May 10th, growers should have fully 
transitioned to the new crop of “Short-day” des-
ert Organic Onions from California. “Short-day” 
Organic Onions have feathery, lighter color skins, 
a more mottled appearance and shorter shelf 
life. “Short-day” Onions are in season May-June 
until intermediate crop Organic Onions with me-
dium thickness and color skins are in season from 
mid-to-late summer.

Expect Peri & Sons to begin packing Organic Red 
and White Onions in the start of May. These are 
expected in the middle of May. 

NOTE: Pricing on Red Onions will increase, and 
supply is very limited. The first Organic Yellow 
Onions from Peri from El Centro, California will 
arrive in early May. 

OG CAULIFLOWER

OG BROCCOLI

The price of Organic Cauliflower is still very 
high, but the quality is still excellent. We predict 
better fortune for May as volume rises and costs 
start to drop.

GOOD NEWS! Promotions for Organic Broccoli 
Rabe and Organic Sweet Baby Broccoli will be 
available in May, including the “Regenerative Or-
ganic” program from Josie’s. Increase the display 
size to bring in more revenue! 

Early May will see a consistent supply of Organic 
Broccoli because both the East and West coasts 
will continue to produce it. As May goes on, there 
will be some supply constraints from the West 
Coast; however, the addition of East Coast pro-
duction will help supplement at a more afford-
able price. 

Mexico’s Organic Green Bean crop will start to 
decline in the middle of May. Encourage early May 
promotions while supplies are still plentiful. Late 
April saw the start of the California supply, which 
will help offset the decline in supply from Mexico. 

OG GREEN BEANS

OTHER STORIES
Mexico’s Organic Grape harvest will begin in 
the middle of May. Organic Green Grapes will 
begin first, with Organic Black and Red Grapes 
to follow a few days later.

Mexico has begun harvesting Organic Canta-
loupes in smaller supply, with yields increasing 
more through May.

ALERT! Costa Rica will have a limited supply of 
Organic Pineapples until the end of May. Lack of 
rain is contributing to lower supplies.

NOTE: Organic Ginger Root is in a transition pe-
riod. Peru is just beginning to cultivate some young 
Organic Ginger. Expect the skin to be thinner. Try 
to keep turning quickly, as the increased amount 
of moisture can make the presence of surface 
mold more prevalent.

Organic Pickling Cucumbers (Kirby) will be avail-
able in May, with nice quality expected. This Mexican 
product will run steady in a 40-pound box through 
the month.

NOTE: Organic Color Bell Peppers are still on the 
tighter side and expensive. Holland and Canada 
have yet to start. All in-house products are cur-
rently out of Mexico. By the middle of May, there 
should be better availability in all regions.
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NEW CROP STONE FRUIT OUTLOOK

CV BERRIES
GOOD NEWS! Strawberries ahead of Mother’s 
Day are promotable and plentiful from Cali-
fornia. Pricing is very aggressive, as Oxnard, 
Santa Maria, and now Watsonville/Salinas are 
all harvesting good numbers. The quality has 
been beautiful and size big. Now is the time to 
promote California Strawberries! 

GOOD NEWS! Blackberry prices are easing off 
as harvests increase outside of Mexico. Overall, 
the quality has been excellent. In early June, 
there will be a transition to domestic crops from 
Georgia and California.
 
GOOD NEWS! Southeast grown Blueberries 
became extremely promotable. Georgia and 
Florida continue to harvest larger supplies. It is 
expected that North Carolina will begin harvest-
ing during the mid-May. Volumes and prices are 
promotable right now, and quality is excellent.
 
NOTE: Raspberries are scarce. As supplies 
become increasingly limited, pricing will continue 
to rise. The harvests in Mexico will be nearing 
their conclusion, while those in California are not 
yet ready for harvesting, leading to a potential 
shortage. Anticipate an increase in pricing as 
May progresses.

During the start of May California Apricots begin harvest, and by mid-May or so 
supplies should increase and more promotable prices should start. An excellent crop is 
expected to last into July.
 
A limited supply of Red Apricots arrive the second week of May.
 
The first California “Royal Tioga” Cherries are now here with large fruit with bright 
red skin & flesh, make sure to get these on the shelf as soon as possible to capture all 
the new demand from customers looking for something new. Look for promotional op-
portunities post Memorial Day to clean out the last 2-3 weeks of the California season.
 
California Yellow Nectarines and Yellow and White Peaches are in stock, and the first 
fruit of the season looks and eats better than expected. Expect supplies to ramp up 
quickly, and prices to ease just as quickly. A great crop is anticipated.
 
The season for Import Plums is coming to an end. Expect a spotty supply, and then new 
cropping from California should start towards the end of May or early June.
 
It also time to prepare for the arrival of California Plumcots/Pluots in the last week of May 
or early June. Prepare to carry all the different varieties to fill your sets with color and flavor.

CV LOCAL VEG
LOCAL Asparagus pricing has eased as more 
volume comes in from Delaware and New Jersey. 

We will continue to support our LOCAL New 
Jersey and Delaware farms, as quality has been 
excellent and volume is promotable. 

LOCAL Chards, Kales, Collards, Dandelion, 
Leeks, Radishes, and Spinach are in season from 
New Jersey farms.

The category of LOCAL Bunched Herbs has 
moved back east, sourcing from a nearby supplier 
in New Jersey. Early in May, expect Mint, Cilan-
tro, and Parsley to be consistently available and 
of high quality.

LOCAL Lettuces will come into season closer to 
Memorial Day along with more veg variety.

CV TOMATOES
GOOD NEWS! There will be plenty of spot buy 
deals on greenhouse Snacking Tomato items 
during May! Ask your rep for more info!  

GOOD NEWS! Campari Cocktail Tomatoes are 
abundant for May making it a great time to pro-
mote this high flavor varietal!

GOOD NEWS! Tomato on the Vine Clusters will 
continue into the middle of May with promotional 
pricing and volume from all regions. 

Beefsteak Tomatoes remain consistent in quality, 
availability, and pricing for the middle of May.

Premium Naturesweet Snacking Tomatoes have 
returned to steady supplies on their full assortment.
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East Coast Green and Yellow Squash have 
started in Georgia, and we can expect some 
promotable volume by the middle of May, as the 
Georgia season usually comes and goes pretty 
quickly before North Carolina starts.

Green Beans will increase in price until the 
middle of May. Quality is still excellent, but field 
transitions are causing a slight drop in volume.
 
Georgia should start producing Cucumbers by 
the middle of May. Warmer, consistent temperatures 
are really speeding things up on the east coast.

CV MANGOS

CV EASTERN VEG

GOOD NEWS! Mangos will be ready to promote 
for May! The smaller 10 and 12 cm sizes are 
gaining volume. Larger fruit is still tighter. During 
this time, “Tommy Atkins” Round Mangos “Cham-
pagne” brand Ataulfo Honey Mangos, and 
regular Honey Mangos are in season. 

Sweet and flavorful Mingolo Mangos from the 
Dominican Republic will be available in very 
limited supplies until the end of May. 

CV MELONS

CV BROCCOLI

GOOD NEWS! Bin Seedless Watermelons are 
in season from Florida. Texas has also begun 
to receive fruit from Mexico. However, we will 
primarily carry Florida Watermelons because 
the quality has exceptional. Pricing has also been 
fairly steady.

GOOD NEWS! Offshore Melons will go through 
Mother’s Day with Mexico starting sometime in 
mid-May; this should allow for promotable prices 
on Honeydew and Cantaloupes as supply will be 
in good shape from both regions.

GOOD NEWS! Broccoli Crowns with outstanding 
quality and competitive pricing are still widely 
available on the East Coast. 
 
California consistently offers Broccoli Rabe and 
Sweet Baby Broccoli, both of which have ex-
ceptional quality. Maintain a sufficient supply of 
these items to drive more sales.

CV HASS AVOCADOS

CV GINGER

Overall, Hass Avocado supplies for Cinco de 
Mayo were ample from Mexico. The fruit is of 
high quality, with a high oil content and creamy 
flavor. The beginning of May should remain 
steady for between 48 and 60 ct of fruit. Larger 
fruit is increasingly less available, especially 36- 
and 32-ct fruit.

NOTE: For the first part of May, Ginger Root 
from Brazil will be available. Keep in mind the 
newer crop. Brazil Ginger will have more moisture 
and is not as thick as a “skin set,” so order smaller 
amounts, more frequently if possible, and keep 
the product turning to ensure freshness. New-crop 
Ginger can develop surface mold more quickly.

Zespri’s Sungold Kiwi variety is back in season 
from New Zealand! There will be volume-filled 
and clamshell fruit options available! Make sure 
to get these on your shelves! 

Expect a slight drop in Kiwi pricing due to the 
arrival of new green varieties from Chile. Italian 
Kiwi is beginning to wane.
 

NOTE: The bulk of suppliers are still having 
trouble with Celery volume at the start of May, 
and prices are still as high as they were for most 
of April. As supply grew more limited throughout 
April, costs increased; as May begins, we predict 
that costs will remain high, but there should be 
instances of better availability and prices.

GOOD NEWS! Sweet Corn, fresh from Florida, is 
in peak season. Volume is strong, and quality is 
outstanding. In stock will be bulk Bi-color, White, 
and Yellow Corn varieties, plus Bi-color tray 
packs.

CV KIWI

CV CELERY

CV SWEET CORN
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CV MANDARINS

CV APPLES

OTHER STORIES

GOOD NEWS! The California Mandarin Orange 
crop is trending strong, with excellent quality and 
flavor, while the Moroccan crop is showing great 
quality and presenting value compared to the 
California market.

Washington Cosmic Crisp Apples remains in 
promotable supply. Due to the size of the crop, 
this Apple continues to be a great value, and the 
eating experience continues to improve. If you are 
not promoting these, you’re missing out on a new 
customer favorite.
 
Prices are on the rise on some of the popular 
Apples, like Gala, Honeycrisp, and Pink Lady 
Apples, as shippers look to slow down movement 
in the fear that they will run out before the new 
crop in the fall. 
 
If you’re looking to fill any holes in your display, 
the Washington Lemonade Apples are back in 
stock. This great-eating Apple is a great value 
and adds a nice bright yellow color break.

Brussels Sprouts are still promotable through 
early May. For display builds at the store level, 
promotable volumes combined with excellent 
quality make the ideal combination. 
 
Starting in May, the volume of Cauliflower sup-
ply is growing! Conditions are improving again 
following a few weeks of low volume and high 
prices. To add a pop of color, enlarge displays by 
including Colored Cauliflower.

In Peru, Pomegranates are available. Single-lay-
er 8-ct boxes are available now and should be 
in stock through the beginning of May. Sun Belle 
will complete Pomegranate Arils for the Peruvian 
season around the second week of May.

CV ORANGES

CV LETTUCE

GOOD NEWS! Through June, Big and Large Na-
vel Oranges will continue to thrive, promote this 
large fruit throughout the season.

The Lettuce category has started to stabilize for 
the start of May after seeing improvements in mid-
April and then rapidly becoming unfavorable. 

NOTE: In California, disease pressure has primar-
ily affected Romaine Lettuce, creating a limited 
supply and elevated cost; however, the additional 
strain on other parts of the category has resulted 
from these limited supplies. 

NOTE: Romaine Lettuce and Romaine Hearts 
will continue to struggle until mid-May, but they, 
along with the rest of the category, will see im-
proved conditions in May compared to April.

Butternut and Spaghetti Squash continue to be 
in good supply with steady market pricing. 

Acorn Squash, on the other hand, has gotten 
much tighter through early May, with prices push-
ing up to reflect the limited availability. 

California growers are both peaking on larg-
er-choice Lemons. The supply of large fancy 
fruit and all smaller sizes, across both grades, is 
tight, leading to elevated market prices. 
 
NOTE: Expect Cara Cara Oranges to finish up 
shortly. With markets emerging out of California, 
this fruit has become tight.

The quality of Chilean Grapes has been strong, 
and supply will last until the start of the new crop 
Mexican season (mid-May). In the meantime Red 
Grape prices will increase through mid-May due 
to less supply of imports arriving. For June, a pro-
motable crop of Grapes is expected from Mexico.

NEW ITEM! Long Sweet Peppers 8/12 oz branded 
as “Sweet Snaps” are available as a stock item 
from Nature Fresh out of Canada. As we head into 
the warmer months, this is a great item. Speak to 
your sales rep for more information.
 
In Canada, the availability of Color Bell Peppers is 
starting to tighten up. This will help drive the market 
back up through May. Through the month of May, 
there will still be promotable spot buy pricing and 
volume on all Color Bell Peppers with products from 
selected shippers.

ALERT! Mini Sweet Peppers will remain very 
tight for at least the middle or end of May, with 
lower-than-expected yields and unexpected gaps 
in production. Quality is great with new inbounds, 
but market pricing will stay elevated.

CV GRAPES

CV PEPPERS

NOTE: Blood Oranges, Minneolas, and Sumo 
Citrus have finished up for the season.

NOTE: Four Seasons’ office will close at noon 
on Tuesday, May 7 for an event.  There are no 
delivery schedule changes.
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PHONE: 1.800.422.8384     |     www.fsproduce.com

CV Juice Strawberry Acai
CV Juice Peach Passionfruit
CV Juice W-melon Dragon Fruit

6/15.2 oz Bolthouse Hydration
6/15.2 oz Bolthouse Hydration
6/15.2 oz Bolthouse Hydration

0-71464-02368-3
0-71464-02370-6
0-71464-02369-0

$15.25
$15.25
$15.25

$3.99
$3.99
$3.99

36%
36%
36%

239283
239284
239285

CODE DESCRIPTION COSTPK/SZ SRP GP% UPC

DELIVERY STARTING 4/29

NEW!

PHONE: 1.800.422.8384     |     www.fsproduce.com

DELIVERY STARTING 4/18!

CV Salad Chop Italian Sub
CV Salad Chop Greek Creamy
CV Salad Chop Sweet Corn

6/10.2 oz Dole
6/10 oz Dole
6/10.8 oz Dole

0-71430-00194-3
0-71430-00202-5
0-71430-00209-4

$21.03
$21.03
$21.03

$5.49
$5.49
$5.49

36%
36%
36%

239078
239079
239080

CODE DESCRIPTION COSTPK/SZ SRP GP% UPC

For more information, contact your local sales rep © 2024 Dole Fresh Vegetables, Inc. ™ & ® Dole Food Company, Inc.

Introducing...

Introducing new salads that deliver a fresh take on the 
traditional, cultural and craveable flavors consumers are seeking

3 NEW CHOPPED KITS!

Craveable
Full-flavor 

combinations that 
invite consumers 

back for more

Cultural
Deliver popular 

ethnic flavor 
adventures

Traditional
Flavorful twists on 
popular favorites

• Mediterranean diet remains 
prevalent for health and flavor

• Interest in gyro-style 
sandwiches, like Quizno’s new 
“Big Fat Greek Sub”

• Highlighting Tzatziki Dressing, 
with refreshing cucumber and 
yogurt

• Seasonal favorite has 
proliferated across menus and 
in the snack aisle

• Featuring Chili Lime 
seasoning (aka Tajin), an 
in-demand spice blend

Fresh Flavor Experiences!

• Drawing on popularity of 
classic Italian chopped 
sandwiches

• Top TikTok trend of 2023

• Trending in restaurants like 
Jersey Mike’s Sub Shops

Italian Sub 

Little Italy, here we 
come! 
A tasty twist on a 
classic deli favorite.
 

Creamy Greek 

Mad for 
Mediterranean? 
Capture the 
refreshing flavors of 
the Greek Isles.
 

Sweet Corn 

Savor the essence 
of summertime with 
zesty Mexican 
street corn
 

Introducing... YUM!

For more information, contact your local sales rep © 2024 Dole Fresh Vegetables, Inc. ™ & ® Dole Food Company, Inc.
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DELIVERY STARTING 4/18!

CV Salad Chop Italian Sub
CV Salad Chop Greek Creamy
CV Salad Chop Sweet Corn

6/10.2 oz Dole
6/10 oz Dole
6/10.8 oz Dole

0-71430-00194-3
0-71430-00202-5
0-71430-00209-4

$21.03
$21.03
$21.03

$5.49
$5.49
$5.49

36%
36%
36%

239078
239079
239080

CODE DESCRIPTION COSTPK/SZ SRP GP% UPC
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NEW!
AVAILABLE NOW!

239134
239136
239137
239138
239139

CODE
CV Apple Slices Red with Dip
CV Apple Slices Red
CV Apple Slices Green
CV Apple Slices Red
CV Apple Slices Green

DESCRIPTION
6/5-2.5 oz Motts
6/6-2 oz Motts
6/6-2 oz Motts
6-14 oz Motts
6-14 oz Motts

PK/SZ
0-95829-20144-8
0-95829-20146-2
0-95829-20147-9
0-95829-20000-7
0-95829-20042-7

UPC
$23.18
$17.06
$18.18
$15.36
$17.63

COST
$6.99
$4.99
$4.99
$3.99
$4.99

SRP
45%
43%
39%
36%
41%

GP%
For more information, please reach
out to your F&S sales representative!

500 West Elmer Rd
Vineland, NJ 08360
(800) 886-3316
fsfreshfoods.com

Apple & Grape 
Combo Pack

6x5 – 2oz
433-104-93
P+15
16x5

Peeled Apple Sticks
with Caramel Dip

6x5 – 2oz 
433-102-92
P+22
16x5

Peeled
Apple Slices

6/14oz
433-108-52
P+22
21x7

Red & Green
Apple Slices

6/14oz
433-109-52
P+22
21x7

New for Fall 2022
A new line of products to 
add to the Mott’s® sliced 

apple l ine-up!

The Mott’s® brand has long been known for its consistent quality and product safety. Today, that 
tradition continues with Mott’s® Fresh Sliced Apples and Mott’s® Fresh Sliced Apples with Dip. These 

apple products combine the ultimate in convenience with fresh taste and fabulous health benefits.

Peeled
Apple Sticks

6x5 – 2oz
433-105-93
P+22
16x5
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238815 0-14113-70156-3$49.00 $8.99 45%

CODE DESCRIPTION COSTPK/SZ SRP GP% UPC
10/5.5 oz Wonderful ShelledCV Pistachios Jalapeno Lime

PHONE: 1.800.422.8384     |     www.fsproduce.com

AVAILABLE NOW!
NEW AT FOUR SEASONS

Grab a handful of these tasty pistachios when you’re feeling spicy. Jalapeño Lime 
Wonderful Pistachios No Shells combine bold jalapeño and sea salt with a twist of lime. 

Perfect for snackin’, they’re also a good source of protein.
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COMING SOON 
TO FOUR SEASONS

LaBelle Patrimoine™ chickens are a true heritage breed, raised on small Central Pennsylvania 
family farms by farmers who are stewards oftheland andcommitted to regenerative practices.

What does Grown As Promised® mean? It means we are transparent about how our chickens 
are raised: Pasture-raised with access to shade, fed an all-vegetarian diet, given no antibiotics (ever), 

and are slow grown for 60+ days, which results in more flavor and healthier chickens.

Our chickens are also GAP 4 rated and are one of only three suppliers 
raising chickens to the Better Chicken ProjectStandards.

HERITAGE BREED

NO ANTIBIOTICS EVER

AIR-CHILLED

PASTURE-RAISED
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